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INTRODUCTION

The ride development engineer has long needed a reliable method for objectively

predicting and assessing vehicle ride quality. Such a method is particularly impor-

tant in order to avoid the necessity of implementing costly and time-consuming ad hoc

fixes to achieve acceptable vehicle ride cojnfort. This problem may be further com-

plicated by the fact that passenger ride discomfort results from a complex interac-
tion of vibration in several axes combined with vehicle interior noise. Ride-quality

estimators that do not account for the multi-dimensional nature of a vehicle ride

environment may be prone to serious errors when applied to combined environments. A

recent study (ref. I) of helicupter ride quality showed that simple physical noise

and vibration metrics inadequately predicted crew comfort. The ride quality design

community specifically needs methods (I) for estimating total ride comfort in com-

bined noise and vibration ride environments, p_rticularly at early stages of the

design process; (2) for determining trade-offs between total ride comfort and the

individual noise and vibration components of a ride environment! (3) for accurately

evaluating comparative ride comfort; and (4) for developing accurate and verifiable

criteria of passenger acceptance.

In response to the above needs, NASA Langley Research Center conducted an

extensive research program to develop a general and comprehensive empirical model

for estimating passenger ride comfort as a function of vehicle vibration and inte-
rior noise. The NASA ride comfort model was developed in the research program,

which obtained subjective comfort ratings from more than 3000 persons who were

exposed to controlled combinationB of noise and vibration in the passenger ride-

quality apparatus at NASA Langley Research Center. The resultant model has the

unique capability of transforming individual components of the noise and vibration

environment into subjective discomfort units and then combining the subjective units

to produce a single discomfort index typifying passenger acceptance of the environ-

ment. This capability is one of the major advantages of the NASA model approach.

Results of individual studies in the NASA research program have been reported in

references 2 through 11, and the resultant model is presented in reference 12. The

reader is referred to these references for detailed information on the model studies,

for definition of the discomfort index, and for discussion of the ride-quality

literature.

To apply the model presented in reference _2 to assess or predict vehicle ride

comfort requires spe'ific knowledge of the spectral characteristics of the interior

noise and vibration. Pot example, in several of the vibrahion axes, the level, cen-

ter frequency, and bandwidths of dominant spectral peaks must be identified. This is

not always straightforward. Experience in applying the model to actual vehicle ride

spectra has indicated that model comfort estimates can be sensitive to variations

t in spectrum identification judgments by different observers. Certainly, it would be

i desirable to eliminate such judgments from the model application process and thus

rSmove a major source of human error. Then mode] predictions obtained by various

users could be directly compared.

This paper presents and describes a simplified version of the NASA ride comfort

model that removes the necessity that the user identify vibration spectral peaks as

a part ol model input. The computational procedures required to obtain discomfort

®
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estimates are discussed, and a user-oriented ride comfort computer program is

described. The simplified model is applied to sample helicopter and automobile ride
environments.

DESCRIPTION OF SIMPLIFIED NASA RIDE COMFORT MODEL :,

Development of Simplified Model i
!

Because of the complexity and judgment required in identifying spectral details

for iaput to the original NASA ride comfort model, an alternative method was con-

sidered. This method involved the concept of applying frequency weightings to the

vibration acceleration spectra within each axis of vibration. The frequency weight-

ing for each axis reflected human comfort sensitivity to vibration frequency for that

particular axis. The root-mean-square (rms) acceleration level of each weighted

spectrum was then determined and input to the comfort model.

The frequency weighting factors for vertical and lateral vibration were based on

human comfort sensitivity to narrow-band vibration (bandwidth of 2 Hz). The weight-

ing factors for roll vibration were based on human comfort sensitivity to slnusoidal

vibration. Longitudinal and pitch vibrations were weighted uniformly over the fre-

quency range from approximately I to 5 Hz because human comfort sensitivity to vibra-

tion in _ese axes had been obtained only for random vibration centered at 3 Hz with

a bandwidth of 5 Hz. The weighting factors for the five vibration axes are listed in

table I. When applying these weightings to actual vibration acceleration spectra,

interpolation may be necessary between frequency values. The weighting factors for

each axis are plotted in figure I.

The abo;e frequency weighting of vibration can be justified by considering the

vertical and lateral vibration conditions. The procedure involved computation of the

discomfort produced by a wide range of random vertical and late£al vibrations having

different center frequencies and bandwidths. These computations were performed using

the single-axis discomfort eq_ ,tions for vertical and lateral random vibration given

in reference 12. For ease of computation, the vibrations were assumed to have the

spectral characteristics given in figure 2. For each center-frequency and bandwidth

combination given in reference 12 the discomfort was computed for root-mean-square

(rms) acceleration levels of 0.02g and 0.10g. (The acceleration due to gravity, g,

is 32.2 ft/sec2.) Next the square of the vertical oz the lateral weighting function

(figs. 1(a) and 1(b)) was applied to each spectrum (i.e., center-frequency and band-

width combination), and the weighted rms acceleration level was computed for each

ax_s. The resultant weighted rms vertical and lateral acceleration levels were plot-

ted against the corresponding discomfort predictions, as shown in figures 3 and 4.

The correlation coefficient between computed discomfort and the weighted vertical rms

acceleration levels was 0.970 with a standard error of estimate of 0.28. For lateral

vibration the correlation coefficient was 0.948 with a standard error of estimate of

0.19. These high correlations indicated that in the range of random vibration char-

acteristics for which the model is valid, weighted rms acceleration is a good dis-

comfort estimator. The final step was to relate the weighted rms acceleration to

subjective discomfort units by computing the least squares linear regression fit tg

the data in figures 3 and 4. The resulting equations could then be used to compRte

subjective discomfort when weighted rms vertical and lateral accelerations wer_
known.

A similar approach could oct be applied to verify use of frequency weicAtlng for
roll vibrations. However, based on the results obtained for vertical and ],tera]

2
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vibrations, we assumed that the weighting function derived from the sinusoidal roll

discomfort equations of reference 12 would produce eimilar results.

Model Inputs

i Vibration.- The basic inputs to the model are the weighted rms vibration levels
, in one or more of the five axes of vibration. The user must apply the frequency

weighting (table I) to determine the weighted rms acceleration levels of each con-

tributing axis. For purposes of this model, the vibration can be measured at any
floor location of the user's choice.

Noise.- The noise inputs required by the ride comfort model are the A-weighted

noise levels measured at approximate head level above the point at which vibration

measurements are made (or at a location that the user considers representative of the

vehicle interior noise environment). The A-weighted levels used are those within

each of six octave bands having center frequencies of 63, 125, 250, 500, 1000, and
2000 Hz.

Trip duration.- An optional model input is trip duration (in minutes) defined as

_. the elapsed time from the start of a vehicle ride. Duration is included if the user

wishes to correct discomfort estimates for adaptation effects.

DISCOMFORT COMPUTATION

Procedure

The procedure required to compute estimates of passenger discomfort in a given

ride environment is as follows: (I) compute discomfort due to vibration in each

applicable axis; (2) compute combined-axes discomfort; (3) correct for trip duration

effect, if desired; (4) compute discomfort due to interior noise in each octave band;

(5) compute total noise discomfort; and (6) compute total estimated discomfort. The

step-by-step computation procedure is described below.

,, Step I. Compute discomfort due to vibration in each applicable axis.- The equa-
tions relating discomfort to weighted rms acceleration for random vibration in each
axis are

•• o r (%)t o(%)o00 )= (I)

L68,772 (gw)vert For (gw)vert < 0.01

= (00393+ 47.494 (gw) lot For (gw) fat ) 0.01_) (2)Dlat L86.794 (gw)lat For (gw)lat < 0.01

Dlong "-"-0.02 + 42,24 (gw) long (3)
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qS.b2 _w _W < 0.116 rad/sec2_

d

For I

where Dvert , Dlat, Dlong , Droll, and Dpitc h are estimated discomfort values in
DISC I units for vertical, lateral, losgitudinal, roll, and pitch axes, respectively;

and (gw)vert, (gw)lat, (gw)long, _w, and _w are the weighted rms acceleration
levels in the vertical, lateral, longitudinal, roll, and pitch axes, respectively, in

g units for linear accelerations and in tad/see 2 for angular accelerations.

When the vibzation is known to _ slnusoidal in the vertical, lateral, and roll _i
axes, then the estimated discomfort is predicted from i

 Ko+ KI (gs)vert For (gs) e t) O.06g
(Dvert)Sine = _ (6)

2 (gs)vert For (gs)vert < 0.06gJ

fK3 + K 4 (gs)lat For (gs)lat) 0.06g I
(Dlat) sine

=_K r (7)5 (gs)lat For (gs)lat < 0.06gJ

(Droll)sin e = . s (8)

8 Os For Os < K

where the subscript sine indicates that the estimated values of discomfort are due to

_ sinusoidal vibrations; (gs)vert, (gs)lat, and _s are the peak (not rms) accelera-.
- tion levels due to sinusoidal vibrations in the vertical, lateral, and roll axes,

respectively, in g units for linear accelerations and tad/see 2 for angular accelera-

! tions; and K0, KI, ..., K 9 are empirical constants given in table II for sinusoidal
vertical vibrations, in table III for sinusoidal lateral vibrations, and in table IV

for sinusoidal toll vibrations. Longitudinal and pitch vibrations are assumed to be

random in nature and are always computed using equations (3) and (5).

Ste_ 2. Compute combined-axes discomfort.- To compute combined-axes discomfort,
the user must first compute the discomfort produced by combined vertical, lateral,

IThe discomfort values are in subjective discomfort units cal]ed DISC. These

units are measured along a ratio scale so that all estimated values bear a direct

ratio relationship to one another. For example, if Dvert = 2 and Dla t = I, then
discomfort due to vertical vibration is twice the discomfort due to lateral

vibration o

_. 4
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and roll vibrations and then the additional discomfort due to. combined longitudinal

and pitch vibrations. These computations are performed as follows:

I. Rank the discomfort values for vertical, lateral, and roll vibrations that

were computed in step I. Let DI, D2, and D 3 represent t_le highest, middle, and
lowest discomfort values, respectively.

2. Compute

R I _ DI/D 2 (9)

D 4 = _D22 + D32 (10)

_J_. Dc I = D12 + D22 + D32 (11)

-0.44 + 1.65 Dcl For Dcl ) 0.8

Dc°mbl = .14 Dcl For Dcl < 0.88) (12)

3. The discomfort, in DISC units, due to vibration in the vertical, lateral, and

roll axes is

D I + D4(Dcomb I - DI)/0.40 For D 4 < 0,40 andq

= RI ) 3.0 j_ (13) :DVI'R _Dcombl Otherwise

The value of DVL R obtained from equation (13) should be retained for subsequent
use.

4. Set D 5 equal to the larger and D6 equal to the smaller of the discomfort

values calculated from equations (3) and (5) for longitudinal and pitch vibrations.

5. Compute

R 2 -- Ds/D 6 (14)

DC2 = _D52 + D62 (15)

1.07 + 1.77 De2 For Dc2 ) I= (16)

Dc°mb2 L0.70 De2 For De2 < I.

5
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i 6. The discomfort in DISC units, due to vibratlon in the longitudinal and pitch
; axes is

.,_ _D 5 + D6(Dcomb 2 - D5)/0.40 For D6 < 0.40 and i
= R2 ) 3.0 (171

DLp _Dcomb2 Otherwise .

The value of DLp from equation (17) must be retained for subsequent use.

7. Compute the combined-axes discomfort in DISC units, from

_ 2 2 (18)Dcomb = DVL R + DLp

Step 3. Correct for trip duration effect.- The NASA ride comfort studies indi-

cated that passengers tended to adapt to vibration environments presented for dura-

tions up t_ 2 hours. If desired, a duration correction, in DISC units, can be
computed as fol3ows:

.0031 - 0.012 t Foz 1 sin ( t ( 60 sin i

ADdu r =_-0.72 For 60 sin < t ( 120 mln_ (191

L0 For t < 1 min J
]

where t is the elapsed trip time in minutes. Duration corrections were not deter-

mined for trips longer than 120 minutes. We anticipate that fatigue may become a

factor for very long trips and might tend to counteract the adaptation effect

described above. No data a_e currently available, however, to define specific

effects of longer durations.

The total duration-corrected vibration discomfort is given by

DVI B = Dcomb + _Ddu r (20)

i'

Step 4. Compute discomfort due to interior noise in each octave band.- Noise

discomfort contributions are computed for noises within six octave bands having cen-

ter frequencies of 63, 125, 250, 500, I000, and 2000 Hz. The model does not apply to
! noise contained within octave bands outside this range. The A-weighted sound pres-

sure levels LA within each of the six octave bands are required. The model is

applicable for LA = 65 to 100 dB. If the noise level within an individual octave
band is less than 65 dB(A), then that octave band is assumed to contribute zero

discomfort. The actual level of discomfort produced by any of the octave bands

depends on the level of vibration simultaneously present in the environment. The

equation used to estimate the noise discomfort contributed by an octave band of noise
is

-_ (21)
DN(i,j) (Aj + RjDVIB)W i /

#

_ ') 6
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: where DN(i,j) is noifle discomfort ,:ontrlhutJon due to a noifle level of j dB(k) i
within the octave band with center :lr,-quency at i Hz, in tale presence of vibration

, that produces a discomfort level of DVIB; Aj and Bj are empirically determined
coefficientfl (flee ref. 11) for each n(_Ise level in the range from 65 to lO0 dB(A)

(see table V); and Wi is a weighting factor (see ref. 11) that corrects for the

effect of the octave }_nd at i Hz (see t_ble VI). Equatlon (21) is applied fo_" _,
each applicable octave band.

Step 5. Compute total noifle discomfort.- If noise is present at a sufficient

level in more than one octave band, then the total neise diflcomfort is computed from
the f_llowing equation-

3

DNoise = DN(i,j)ma x + 0.3 Lil DN(i,j) - DN(i,j)maxl (22)

where DN(i,j)ma x is the discomfor_ associated with the octave band that produces

maximum discomfort and Zi implies summation over octave bands.

Step 6. Compute total estimated discomfort.- The total discomfort produced by

the combined noise and vibration environment is given by

DT = DNois e + DVI B (23)

Discussion of Model Outputs

The various discomfort parameters computed in the preceding section provide the

ride development specialist with a variety of useful information for use in assess-

ing and diagnosing vehicle ride-quality problems. The total discomfort index,

equation (23), corresponds to the overall average discomfort level that a given ride

environment would produce. Xt incorporates the combined effects of the noise and

vibration present in the environment and can be used for direct comparison of ride

comfort in different ride environments. When used in the design stage, it provides

estimates of vehicle ride comfort in the presence of anticipated noise and vibration
levels.

One of the more powerful aspects of the NASA ride comfort model is the capabil-

ity to separate and identify the relative contributions of noise and vibration to

total discomfort. For example, equations (20) and (22) would indicate to the ride-

quality engineer whether a ride-quality problem derives from noise, from vibration,

or from both. Additional information can be obtained from equation (21) to determine

the discomfort contributed by individual noise octave bands and from equations (I)
through (8) to determine discomfort contributed by individual vibration axes. Ulti-

mately, the engineer could examine individual vibration and noise spectra to identify

the particular spectral components that are the source of ride-quality problems and,

then, institute remedial measures. Th_ potential of this approach in determining

comfort trade-offs due to noise and vibration is apparent. Such a comprehensive

rlde-quality design and assessment tool has heretofore been unavailable.

7
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DEHCRIPTI()N OF _)MPUTER PROGRAM

Gmn_ral D_scrlption

?he ride comf_rt m(_d-I d-scribed in the preceding sections has )_en implemented

in a user-oriented comptlter program, named R[I)EQIJL, on the NASA Langley Research

Center computer gystem. This program, whioh is available through COSMIC (ref. I_),

can be ex_rcised by either ¢_f two basio approaches. _)ne ,ipDroaoh requireg the. tl:_er

to analyze noise and vibration data to obtain the weighted rms acceleration levels

and A-weighted octave-band noiHe levels required as model input. The resultant data

are then input to the model in either a batch processing or an interactive mode of

operation. The second approach requires only analog tape recordings of the required

data. These recordings are digitized, calibrated, and processed through programs

available at Langley for time series analysis (see ref. 14) and t_oise analysis.
Outputs of these programs are provided in a file format suitable for input to the

eompute_ program. These files are accessible for either batch or interactive pro-

cessing. Thus, this approach requires no pre-analysis of the physical data by the
user.

The computer program RIDEQUL is written in Control Data Corporation's FORTRAN

Version 5, based on FORTRAN 77, for the CDC CYBER 170 series computers operating

under _le Network Operating System at the NASA Langley Research Center. Xt utilizes

one specific library subroutine available at Langley and the NAMRLTST method for

input and, t_erefore, may not be directly compatible with other systems even with the

subroutine present. However, only minor adjustments should be required to run the

program anywhere that a compiler for FORTRAN 77 is available. The data structures

._ are those in use at Langley and may need to be adapted to the user's computer system.

General Program Requirements

To run the RIDEQUL program requires only that vlbration, duration, and noise

data be available for each situation _o be analyzed. However, there are options for

how these data may be available. There must be vibration present in at least one

axis for the program to analyze a situation. This vibration may be characterized as

! , random or sinusoidal, but not both. Random vibration is relevant in all five axes

(vertical, lateral, longitudinal, roll, and pitch). Sinusoidal vibration is relevant

in only three axes: vertical, lateral, and roll. The duration of the situation may

or may not be taken into account. Likewise, any noise present in the situation may

or may not be taken into account. All input to the program should be nonnegatlve, as

negative data are undefined.

The vibration and the noise data are either input as specific physical param-

[_. ' eters known from prior analysis or input from TIFT-formatted (time history interface

file tape) multifile files obtained from the time series analysis or the noise analy-

sis programs. The TIF_ format for multlfile files is described in appendix A. Each

component file of a _Itlfile file contains data for one situation. (These component

files are interchangeably referred to as files and as serials.} Data files in this

format are obtained at the NASA Langley Research Center via the Central DyPamlc Data

Transcription Subsystem.

\
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Proqram I nput._

Vibration.- The fir:V. input nt;edt:d t;t is sp_.cificatic, n a,_ l:c_ wh_;th_.r the vibrel-

titre ifl randt_m t_r sinu.oidal. If vibratl<m ia r;tndt_m, a TIV'l'-t¢_rm,ttted mnlttttl_

fil. containinq power spe¢.'tral density (psd) levels for th- ax-s ,_f vibratitm i.
expected. All five ,txeH (vertical, lateral, longitudinal, r¢_ll, and pitch) may t_

involved. The. multlftle file should t_: kn¢_wn lr_eally as rPAPE1, lnlnll i:l th,.n th,,
aerial numbers lot the tiles for each of the ,ixe_. Serial number 0 indicates that

there is no vibr;ition in an axis. The frequency and the pHd level mtlst be chan-

nt:[s ] and 2, respectively, of the file, frequency taking the pla:e of time in the

format. The special case of a situation with essentially purely sinusoidal vibra-

tion _s handled by Indicating that tile vibration ls not random. Vibration in only

tile vertical, lateral, and roll axes may l_e specified to be sinusoldal and must then

have been analyzed to determine the frequencies artd root-mean-square (rms) accelera-

tion levels associated with the dominant spectral components within eaoh axis. Up

to five components per "sin,_soidai" axis may be used, although usually fewer will be

required. The user chooses which spectral components to employ.

Duration.- Duration input must be given in minutes but may be given as 0.0 if
duration effect is not to be taken into account.

Noise.- Whichever kind of vibration is present, noise is either input from a

file or directly input as octave-band A-weighted sound pressure levels. If the user

indicates that noise data are to come from a file, a TIFT-formatted multifile file

known locally as TAPE8 is expected. The serial number of the appropriate file is

then the noise input. This file must have the unweighted sound pressure levels for

the one-third octaves beginning at 3.2 Hz as channels 2 through 31 of the data

record. Extra one-third-octave sound pressure levels are ignored. Only one data

record is expected in this file. If there is no noise to account for, a serial num-

ber of 0 may be given. If it is indicated that the noise data are not on a file,

then A-weighted sound pressure levels for the six relevant octav_ bands may be input

directly.

Program Execution

The program may be executed in batch mode or from an interactive terminal. When

accessed from the Langley computer complex directly, the compiled program may be

found on an indirect access file named RQM under user number 036623C. The subroutine

GETJO from the library UTLIB5, an indirect access file under the user number UTZL,

must be available for loading at execution. The foIlowing commands will then invoke

• the program:

FE_CH, RQM/UN=036623C.

FE-_H, UTL[BS/UN=U_IL.

LIBRARY, Ug_LIH5.

RQM.

If Nle program is obtained through _)SMIC (ref. '13), refer to the information

that comes with the program and to the compilation and link!nq r_gulremont_ _f the

local computer installation.

9
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2. Multiple sltuati_m_-, may I-_ prtme.m_ed durlnq the :lame pr_),lr_m exe_n_t.i,m. AI the
tmqinninq _,f exeeuti_m the. proqra,n .:t,_um._ _11 the. u..-r-d.finable varJahl.._ t,) tm

either zer_ _r true, d_pendinq _.1 their type°

t_at'_:h |ll(_d_.- When the. pr_qram i_, run in t|l_, |_t.ch inode, a ,:_rd d_:t:k l_y _ reild
in or a file t_f card Ima,l,s_ may |_.. ;mhmitt,:d to the input queue. 'l'|m input tit. eon-

si,_tH ¢)f a H_.rieH of NAMEI, I.q'P input qr_Jup., _ach followed, if tile vibration l_l qinu-

Floldal, by a e_rd imaq_ of i1|) t_ _C} _.h,lr,t_;t.,-r_t uti_.d to |d_.nttfg the _ltuation. If
t|m vibration t_ ramt,_m, th,,. identtfl,:ati,m i_ t_ken from the, hea, ler record _m TAPE1

f_)r the fir,_t _xl_ with vibrat[o_. Ea¢;h NAMF,I,IST lntml- qroup provides the informa-

tion needed for a particular ._ituat.ion. _he NAMEI, IST ecmvention,_ apply and ,_r_
explained tn Chapter 5 (_f the CIx: F()R_RAN V_.rsinn 5 Reference Manual (ref. 15} under

"NAMEI,[S_ tn_mt/OutFut," The NAMELIS'I' qr,)up nam_ is I)SCPRMS, 'Phe variables tn it
are

RANDOMV Logical variable set to
TRUE If vibration is random

FALSE If vibration is sinusoidal

Initialized to TRUE.

ISER(5) Integer array of serial numbers of files on multifile file TAPE/ con-

raining random vibration power spectral densities for 5 axes:

ISER(1) For vertical axis

ISER(2) For lateral a:'is

ISER(3) For longitudinal axis

ISER(4) For roll axis

ISER(5) For pitch axis

Initialized to all O.

NVIBPKS(3) Integer array of the number of vibration spectral components which

will be input directly for 3 axes relevant to sinusoidal vibration.

NVIBPKS(1) For vertical axis

NVIBPKS(2) For lateral axis

NVIBPKS(3) For roll axis

Initialized to all O.

FRQPKS(5,3) Real array of frequencies, in hertz, of up to 5 vibration spectral

components in each of 3 axes relevant to sinusoidal vibration.
Initialized to all 0.0.

RMSVBPK(5,3) Real array of rms levels, in g units or rad/sec 2, of vibration spec-

t_:_,1components corresponding to frequencies in FRQPKS.
In_t_e, lized to all 0.0.

DRATION Real length of time, An m_nutes, of the situation.
iTnitia]ized to 0.0.

NOISAVD Logical variable set to

•RUR If unweighted one-third-octave sound pressure levels are or!
mllltifile f_le _APE8

FALSE If A-weighted octave sound pressure levels are to be directly

entered at relevant center frequencies
Initialized to TRUE,

10
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N(YI;;Et_ int_.qP.r '_,-.ri_l ]llll,i_,,r {):1 ttl_, f i]_, {}n mliltiti I,, ti It. 'I'A}'I,'.H {'{)nt.iinin, I
()[llP.--t hJ rl_-(J(_'_ ,iVt. H()I|II(] tJrl.,'t:il|rP ] _v_l;{.

Init_ial]z,,,l t,_ ().

I)l_N()i:;E({i) I_P,II ,_rr,sy _)f tile A-wPl,lht-,,d ,}('t:sv,. 'l_)_lnd i)r(.fl.|llr,, ],'vt'l_l ,It th,'
_'J ('Pllte'r f I't_(|llPf|r? _#_'4.

II_itl,lliZ_.(i t(_ ct]i ().().

'Ph,' NAH]':I,_.qT varirihlPs .tr,. n(}t re.initi,tlizPd |x_twP_.ll ,lll,||y.ql_H (If ,'titllclt "{"l'te .q()
all miist be re,qpe.ciftP¢| exeel?t thos_ th,lt ;irl, n(}t diffP, rPnt f,}r tile n_;w ;_[lll,_t:l(}r}.

li()w,_'v,:rm if P,ANI)()MV i,_ trilP, NVIIIPKH, FRQPKS. i|Tl{| RM,_VIII'K,ir_ i,ln()r,,(i,,ridni_p{lllht [H_

reset. If RANI)()MV is f,II,se, I,q_ is iqhorPd and n,..d n()t )w. re,_.t. If N()IHAVI) i,;

appendixes B and C for examples of hatch execution setups.

Interactive mode.- If the program is being executed interacttve_, it asks for

each piece of needed information before analyzing a situation. All numeric input is

"list directed." This type of input in described in Chapter 5 of the C_C _Y}R_RAN

Version 5 Reference Manual, fret. 15) under "List Directed Inputs" _he A descripL_,f

is used to '.nput character data so that keying in apostrophes around the characters

is unnecessary. This descriptor is explaine:_ in the same chapter under "Format

Specification," "Edit Descriptors." Any question which contains "(Y/N)" requires the

character Y to be. entered for a yes response. Any other entry, including the char,c-

ter 14 or a carriage return without an entry, is taken to be. a no res 'on._:, 0ply
initially does the program ask whether the vibration is random _r _ nusoidal and

whether the noise sound pressure levels have been saved; these arc, a,,_sumed to be the

same for all situations during an interactive execution of the pr_;rah_. If the

vibration is random, there are prompts to supply the serial numbers on multifile fi_,e

TAPEI for the files containing the vibration data. If the vibration is sinusoi¢lal,

there are prompts for supplying the frequency and rms acceleration levels for each

sinusoidal component for each ax_s and for supplying the identification for the

situation. If sound pressure levels are on multifile file TAPE8, the corresponding

serial number is requested. If not, the A-weighted octave sound pressure levels are

requested. See appendixes B and C for examples of interactive program execut_ion.

(The user's input is seen as lower case.) After analyzing each situation, the pro--
gram inquires, "Do you have more data to analyze?" to determine whether another
situation is to be evaluated.

Progra,: Outputs

Output from the program consists of a list of the frequen_.y ranges over which

the model is valid and, for each situation analyzed, the echoed input i_ram(,t,,,s with

a summary of the discomfort analysis. If the program is being executed ini_',,_c-

t_vely, the list of ranges is optional. The summary (if tile discomfort analysis con-

rains fir:it the identifi(_at_ion for tim :_Jtt_,_tion, (1,;rived r_o,, either the vibration

data file or from input. _hen the discomfort components for each axis of vibration

_._e printed. If the vibration in random, the unweighted rms acceleration level of

vlb_-atfon at all relevant frequencies, the weighted rms acceleration level] of vit)ra-

tion ,,t these freq_encies, and the discomfort !eve] due to vibration in this axis are

reported for each axis. Tf the vibration is s_nusoida], the discomfort levels due to

each vibrati,,n spectral component and the discomfort level due to all] vibration iu

each axis arc reported. _he combined_axes disc,)retort levels for the combinati(_} of

the verti,_al, late_;al, and roll axes and l!or the combination of the lon(iit_,|ir,al a,(l

!I

,)
!
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pitch axes are then output. If there is a duration factor to _ considered, the

contribution to the discomfoJ t level due to trip dural [on and the duration-corrected

vibration discomfort level ;Ire printed. If there is any noise input, the contribu-

tion to discomfort ,|_leto noise in each of the relevant octave bands is printed,
followed by life contribution to the discomfort level due to noise in all £elevant

,)ctaves and the noise-corrected, duration-corrected vibration discomfort. Finally,
the overall discomfort level iP nutput. All values referred to as discomfort levels

_te qiven in the subjective DISC units. See examples _n the section "Application of

Computer Program." All output is also on a local file naned TAPE7 so that additional

copies may be made either by rewlndinq it and copying it to OUTPUT or by sending it
_ a printer.

SAMPLE APPLICATIONS

This section illustrates the application of the simplified NASA ride comfort

model to ride environments measured on helicopters and automobiles. For each vehicle

the various discomfort estimates are first obtained by manual computation using the

• procedure described in this paper and then by use of the computer program RIDEQUL.

: For these examples the vibration input is random.

'_ For purposes of illustration the reader should assume that time histories of

vertical vibration and interioL" noise have been measured and recorded during cruise

:: flight of a currently operational helicopter. These measurements are available in

analog form on magnetic tape. These tapes also contain _ufficient calibration data

!: to permit conversion of tape voltage output to appropriate engineering units Simi-[

far analog tapes are available to define the vibration environment measured at the

floor of an automobile. Three axes of vibration (vertical, lateral, roll) were

simultaneously recorded in the automobile, but no interior noise data were collected.

The total discomfort level associ,_ted with each vehicle is to be estimated as well

as individual components of discomfort due to noise and vibration.

Manual Computation

Helicopter.- Assume that the analog tapes me_, <_red during flight of the helicop-

" ter were analyzed by the user to determine the parameters required as model input.

For this case only vertical vibration and interior noise were measured. The

unweighted rms acceleration, weighted rms acceleration, and A-weighted sound pressure

levels within the six required octave bands are

(guw) vert = 0.I 142g

(gw)vert = 0.0751g

LA,63 = 69.8

LA,125 = 81 .2

12
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LA,250 = 89.8

LA,500 = 85.5

*_ = 88.1
LA,IK

_ LA,2K = 73.4

:° where (quw)vert is the measured unwelqhted vertical rms acceleration level and

=_i LA, i are the A-weighted sound pressure levels in the octave bands with the indicated
_, center frequencies. The computation procedure is as follows:

-_ I. For vertical vibration equation (I) gives a single-axis discomfort of

-- Dvert = 0.241 + 44.672(0.07511

= 3.60 DISC

;&

The discomfort due to vibration in the other four axes is assumed to be zero.

=i
! 2. Since vibration in only one axis was measured, it is not necessary to apply

equations (9) through (18). Instead, the total combined-axes discomfort is identical

to the single-axis component that is Dresent; i.e.,

Dcomb = Dvert = 3.60 DISC

3. Discomfort estimates are desired without corrections for duration; ADdu r = 0

and the total vibration discomfort from equation (20) is

DVI B = 3.60 DISC

The above value of total vibration discomfort is used in the computation of noise

discomfort in the steps that follow. It also represents the contribution of vibra-

tion to total estimated discomfort an,_ is used again in equation (23).

4. Equation (21) is now applied to compute the noise discomfort produced by

individual octave h_nds of noise. The computations for each octave band are shown

below. The reader should note that the noise levels _A are rounded to _he nearest
integer value prior to entering table V to obtain the coefficients of equation (21).

a, For the 63-Hz octave band, LA _ 70, so _ = 0.7452 and Bj = -0°2337
(from table V) and W i _ 1.470 (from table VI). Thus,

D = [0.7452 - 0.2337(3.60)](1.470)
N(63,70)

= -0.14 D_SC

-- 13
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Since DN(63,70) is negative, set

DN(63,70) = 0

b. For the 125-Hz octave band, L A = 81, so Aj = I.g605, Bj = -0.4704, and

W i = 0.963. Thus,

= [1.9605 - 0.4704(3.60)](0.963)
DN(125,81)

= 0.26 DISC

c. For the 250-Hz octave band, L A = 90, so Aj = 3.2968, Bj = -0.6547, and

W i = 0.786. Thus,

= [3.2968 - 0.6547(3.60)](0.786)
DN(250,90)

= 0.74 DISC

d. For the 500-Hz octave band, LA = 86, so Aj = 2.6649, Bj = -0.5738, and

W i = 0.646. Thus,

= [2.6649 - 0.5738(3.60)](0.646)
DN(500,86)

= 0.39 DISC

e. For the 1000-Hz octave band, LA = 88, so Aj = 2.9732, Bj = -0.6145, and

W i = 0.688. Thus,

= [2.9732 - 0.6145(3.60)](0.688)
DN(I000,88)

= 0.52 DISC

f. FOr the 2000-Hz octave band, L A = 73, so Aj = 1.0312, Bj = -0.2995, and

W i = I .448. Thus,

L

= [Io0312 - 0.2995(3.60)](I.448)
DN(2000,73)

' = -0.07 DISC

Since DN(2000,73) is negative, set

DN(2000,73) = 0

O0000004-TSB03
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" 5, Total dise_mfQrt due to noise is computed by application of equation (22) as
follows:

I

D = 0.74 ?,ISC
N(i,j)max

_.DN(i,j) = 0 + 0.26 + 0.74 + 0.39 + 0.52 + 0

I: = 1.91 DISC

Thus, i

DNois e = 0.74 + 0.3(1.91 - 0.74)

= 1.09 DISC

6. Total estimated discomfort is computed by adding the vibration and noise

components of discomfort using equation (23)_

DT = 1.09 + 3.60

= 4.69 DISC

Automobile,- Analog tapes of automobile vibration in the vertical, lateral, and

roll axes of vibration were analyzed by the user to obtain the weighted rms accelera-
tion levels in each of these axes. Interior noise was not measured. Thus, this

example illustrates the computational steps required to estimate passenger discomfort

in the presence of multiple axes of vibration. The unweighted and weighted rms

acceleration levels are given below:

" Unweighted rms Weighted rms
Axis acceleration acceleration

_ Vertical 0.0692g 0.0405g

Lateral 0.0230g 0.0153g

Roll 0.2454 tad/see 2 0.1943 rad/sec 2

I. The applicable equations for computing vertical, lateral, and roll accelera-

tion are equations (I), (2), and (4), respectively, bpplying these equations gives

Dvert = 0,241 + 44.672(0.0405)

= 2,05 DISC

15
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Dla t = 0.393 + 47.494(0.0153)

= 1.12 DISC

i D = -0.21 + 4.506(0.1943)
• roll

! = 0.67 DISC

2. Since only vertical, lateral, and roll vibrations were measured, it is neces-b
sary to apply only equations (9) through (13) to compute DVL R. The procedure is as
follows :

p

i a. Rank the single-axis discomfort components such that D I = 2.05,

I D2 = 1.12, and D3 = 0.67.

b. Compute

!
r

f R1 = 2.05/1.12
t = 1.83

D4 Ji112)2,(0672
= 1.305

Dcl = '_(2.05) 2 + (1.12) 2 + (0.67) 2

= 2.430

c. Since Dcl > 0.88, then

D = -0.44 + 1.65(2.43)
combl

= 3.57

d. For this case, D 4 > 0.40, so

DVL R = Dcomb I = 3.57 DISC

/

e. Since longitudinal and pitch vibration were not measured, equation (18)
becomes

Dcomb = D_L R = 3.57 DISC

and since vibration d_scomfort is not to be corrected for duration effect, equa-

tion (20) becomes

DVI B = Dcomb = 3.57 DISC

16
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* 3. For this case vehicle interior noise was not of interest. Thus, in equa-

tion (23), DNois e is set to zero. Therefore, total estimated discomfort is given
by

D : DVI B : 3.57 DISCT

:i

Application of Computer Program

When applying the computer program RIDEQUL at NASA Langley Research Center, the

user must supply only magnetic tape recordings that contain sufficient calibration

information for conversion of the data to engineering units. These magnetic tapes

are digitized, calibrated, and processed through the time series analysis program to

produce TIFT-formatted files containing power spectral densities for the vibrations

of interest and through the noise analysis program to produce similar files contain-

: ing unweighted noise levels in one-third octaves. Both sets of files are used in the

execution of RIDEQUL. The A-weighting and summation of the one-third octaves into

A-weighted octave sound pressure levels is performed by RIDEQUL.
Helicopter.- A sample run deck, the NAMELIST input, and sample output for batch

processing of the helicopter example are presented in appendix B. The dialogue from

an interactive session for the helicopter example is also presented. The unweighted

(solid line) and weighted (dashed line) vertical vibration spectra fo_ the helicopter

are shown in figure 5, and the interior noise spectrum is given in figure 6. The two

curves in figure 5 differ because of the effect of the human comfort sensitivity

weighting function for vertical vibration.

Automobile.- A sample run deck, the NAMELIST input, and sample output for the

automobile example, without one-third-octave noise data saved on a file, are pre-

i sented in appendix C. The dialogue from an interactive session for the example is

also presented. It can be seen from this case that the absence of noise may be indi-

cated equivalently by serial number 0 or by typing an "n" to the question of whether

there is noise present. The unweighted and weighted acceleration spectra for verti-

cal, lateral, and roll vibration are shown in figure 7.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has presented and discussed a simplified ride comfort model derived

from a more complex model developed by NASA Langley Research Center. The major sim-

plification involved frequency weighting of the vibration spectra of each axis in

accordance with the respective human comfort sensitivity characteristics. The root-

mean-square acceleration level of each resulting spectrum provided the basic vibra-

tion input to the simplified mode]. Treatment of the noise in the model was

unchanged. The computational equations and procedures required to obtain discomfort

estimates to combined noise and vibration environments were presented and illustrated

by examples taken from helicopter and automobile ride quality studies, implementa-

tion of the simplified ride comfort model in a user-orlented computer program was

4iscussAd, and applications of the program to helicopter and automobile ride environ-

-nts w,.r- also presented. This computer program, in conjunction with time series

,sis and noise analysis program capability, permits routine processing and con-

_n of physical ride environment data from analog magnetic tape recordings to

fort estimates that relate d_rectly to passenger acceptance of the environ-

These discomfort estimates (model outputs) are in the form of single numbers

17
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reflecting total estimated passenger discomfort, noise and vibration contributions to

total estimated discomfort, discomfort attributed to individual axes of vibration,
ii_,: and discomfort attributed to individual noise octave bands.

The model presented herein has several important features that distinguish it

_: from other methods of evaluating vehicle ride quality. First, the model has the'-7-,

_' unique capability of transforming individual elements of noise and vibration environ-

,-=/ ments into subjective discomfort units and then combining the subjective units to
produce estimates of total discomfort as well as the various individual indices of

_._: discomfort, gecondly, the model is sensitive to changes in physical stimulus param-

i._._ eters such as vibration frequency, vibration acceleration level, noise octave-band

_----'- frequency, and noise level. This renders the model very useful for determining ride-

.... quality design trade-offs and especially for assessing comparative vehicle ride com-

_-. fort and diagnosing the source of ride comfort problems.

i-_ Langley Research Center

i_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration

_-.-' Hampton, VA 23665

March 12, 1984

_q7
_[[
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APPENDIX A OF POOR QUALITY

TI_' FILE FORMAT

The TIFT (time history interface file tape) file format is based on the natural

structure of time series data. Other types of data may also lend themselves to this

structure. Data are arranged into groups of each kind of data, one group for each

occurrence. Therefore, each "sample" (occurrence) represents the state of each

"channel" (kind of recorded data) at a particular point in tilne. The time of the

occurrence is the first channel and is counted when considering how many channels are

recorded or how many words written. Because of the nature of time series, it is

assumed that the values of the data in the first channel are in increasing order as
one reads the file.

This format structures each file with a header logical record followed by data

logical records, each of the latter representing a sample (or an occurrence). The

header record contains the integer serial number of the file, the integer number of

channels of data in the file, the corresponding names of the channels of data in

words of 10 characters each, the corresponding units of the channels of data in words

of 10 characters each, and 8 words of 10 characters each that identify the data in
the file. The data records contain one word for each channel of data. Each file is

terminated with an end of file mark. A multifile file is terminated with an addi-

tional end of file mark, resulting in two in a row.

The TIFT format may be visualized as

Record I - Header record

Word I - Serial number (integer)

Word 2 - Number of channels N (integer)

Word 3 - Alphanumeric name of first channel, usually 'TIME

Word 4 - Alphanumeric name of second channel

Word N+2 - Alphanumeric name of Nth channel

Word N+3 - Alphanumeric unit for first channel, usually 'SECOND
i

Word N+4 - Alphanumeric unit for second _lannel

Words 2N+2 - Alphanumeric unit for Nth channel

Words 2N+3 to 2N+I0 - Alphanumeric header identifying data

rds 2 to n - Data records

I - Value for first channel, usually time value

2 to N - Data values

4, 19
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Output

The followin(| in part _f the output re_ul.tin(l from tile ah(}v_ run deck and

NAMEI, IHT input:

_ , _* DISCflMFORT PROGRAM *_ lb,lq.34, 011241P4

-. IF TH[ VIBRATIIIN I_ RANDnB_ ALL FIVE AXFS ARE USED:

' AXIS FREQUENCY RANGF

VFRrICAL 1,00 - 30,00
LATERAL 1.00 - 10,G0
LONGITUDINAL *§0 - 10,DO
ROLL oSC - 5.50
PITCH ,§0 - 10,00

IF THE VIBRATION IS $1NUSOIDALe THE FOLLOWING THR_ AXFS A_E USED:

AXIS _REQUENCY RANGE

VERTICAL 2,0_ - 30,00
LATERAL L*O0 - 10,00
ROLL 1,00 - 4,00

: CORRECTION FOR THE DURATION OF THE SITUATION CAN ACCnUNT F_R

!.. BEfWEEN I AND IZO MINUTES,

NOISE FOW OCTAVE BANDS WITH THE FflLLOWING CENTER FREQUENCIES WILL
BE ACCOUMTE'D FOR IF THE NflISE LEVEL IS ABnVE 65 DB(A), NOISE ABOVE
200 DB(A) CAN ONLY BE TREATED AS 1OO DB(A).

b3. HZ
125. HZ
250. NZ
500, HZ

1OOO. HZ
2000. HZ

SDSCPRMS

RANDOMV • Tp

ISER - 11, De Oe Oe Oe

NVIBPKS • Oe Op O,

F_QPKS • O.Oe O.0, O.0e O.Oe O.Oe O.Oe 0.O_ O.Oe O.Oe O.Oe O.Oe O.Oe O.O, O.Oe O.Op

RMSVBPK • O.Oe O.Oe O.Oe O.Oe O.Oe O.Oi O.Oi 0.Or O.Oe O.Oe O.Oe O.Op 0.O, O.Oe O.Oe

DRA11UN • .ZSF �Ä'NOISAVD • Te

NOISER _ ?e

DBNDISE " O*_e O*O_ O*OI O,Oe O*O_ O*Oe

SEND

: 21
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APPENDIX B OF _(_,[_R (_t, _ ', ,

HELI $IMtNAVY-IIVIGILEATHERWDOD TFST Nn. P-1 RUN Nq. ]

FrJ_ THf: VtPTICAL A_IS
THL tJ4Wt IGHTFD I_t_ I5 .1142
THt _fI6HTLL) l_e5 I_ ,,075L
TH[ I)ISC!)RIL)R1 [)UL TO VIRPATION IN TItIS AXIS [5 3,60 DISC UNITS,

CUHtJ,INEI)-AXI'_ OISCL)MF(-IRI" loft VI::RTICALe LATEPALJ, AND POLL AXFS IS 3._0.
COHHINEI)-AXI_ OlfiCO_FOPT FDk LUNGITbOINAL AND PITCH AXE_ IS 0.00,
TM£ CDMt_I._Fb OISCn_Fl3kT DLIF TO VIBRATION IN ALL AXES IS 3._0.

LENGTH OF TI4E LES_ THAq I MZNUT£ C_NN(]T t_E ACCnDNTED FOR; THFRF WILL
- BE NO CURRECTTON FOR TIMF.

DISCO_tFORT FRC]H EACH OCTAVFI
CENTE_ FREQIIENCY hE(k) DISC UNITS

03, _9,8 0.00
IZS. _1o2 o2b
.'50,, 8q.8 .74

:': _0O, 85.5 o39
1000, _8ol ,52

: Z_)UO. 73.4 0.00

" NOISE IN THE VIBRATION ENVIIafINMENT CONTRIBUTES 1,09 DISCOMFORT UNITS,
• i NOISE-CDRRECTEDp DURATION-CORRE_.TFf3 VIBR._TIflN DISCrlMF_RT IS 6,69,

THE OVERALL DISCOHFORT INDEX IS 4,69,

Interactive Session

i

_I The following ks the dialogue resulting from interactive processing by program
'i RIDEQUL. The user's responses to RIDEQUL's prompts are presented in lowercase

i letters.

/fetch,_'qm, tapel,tape8
FETCH COMPLETE.

/fetch, utlib5/un=util
FETCH COMPLETE.

/library(utlib5)
LIBRARY(UTLIB5)

/map, off
MAP, OFF.
/rqm

** DISCOMFORT PROGRAM ** 15.17.34. 01/25/84

THE PROGRAM YOU ARE RUNNING WILL C.ALCULATE SUBJECTIVE DISCOMFORT
INDICES FOR SITUATIONS FOR WHICH VIBRATION AND NOISE LEVEL DATA ARE
PROVIDED. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE THE LIMITS WITHIN WHICH THE
CONTRIBUTIONS DUE TO V_BRATION AND NOISE LEVELS CAN BE ACCOUNTED FOR?
(Y/N)

9 y

IF |tie VIBRATION 15 RANDOM_ ALL FIVEI AXES ANE USED:

AXI_ FREQUENCY RANGE

VERTICAL J.00 .-- 30.00
LATERAL 1.00 _" 10.0_
LONGIT'UDINAL .50 -- 10.00
ROLL .50 - 5.50
P1TCIt .50 -' 10.00

22
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It" "IHE VIBHAI II}N I_; ._;INI|(iiIII)AI , iHI till I |IWIN(, fUHLI AXi !, _t_l iJ!it D;

_.,_, FIXI,q IRI I>III.NI]Y HANUII

.... VERTICAL

_A
;.'. CORREI2]ION FIll]IrHF DIIHHI ION IIF IHE _;]IIIAIIIIN I'AN AI:I_IIIINIIlIA

__ BETWEEN I AND 12:0 MINUTES.

._;.;_ NOISE FOR OCIAVE BANDS WlIll THE FIJLI-OWINL-i CLNIIFI,I lld OUINCII(.i WII.,
_. BE ACCOUNTED FOR IF lHE NOINE lEVEl IS ABOVE t_l'J D_(A). NOIL_F Nld-iVt-

1OO DB(A) CAN ONI.Y BE [REAIED AS 1OO DB(A).

63. HZ

_.. 125. HZ
_" 250. HZ
:"-'_ 500. HZ
;_'" 1OOO. HZ

EJO00. HZ

v

_.._ IS THE VIBRATION IN THESE SITUATIONS RANDOM (AS OPPOSFD TO 5INUSUIDAL)_

(Y/N)
_-_ ? y

IS THE NOISE DATA SAVED ON A FILE (AS OPPOSED TO HAVING TO BE KEYED IN

•_---_ AT 'THE TERMINAL) ? (Y/N)
_._, ? y

GIVE THE SERIAL NUMBERS ON TAPE1 FOR THE FIVE AXES' ACCEI..['._RATIONS_
_": THE VERTICAL, LATERAL, LONGITUDINAL, ROLL, AND PITCH FORCES. (SERIAL 0
_'i'i_'--,_' WILL INDICATF NOT TO ACCOUNT FOR THAT PARTICULAR AXIS. AT LEAST ONE

SERIAL MU_F BE NONZERO.)

? 11_ O,O, O,O
_:

'_" WHAT IS THE LENGTH IN MINUTES OF THIS SITUATION?
_'_:-.. ? 0.2.5

WHAT IS THE SERIAL NUMBER ON TAPE8 FOR THE NOISE DATA _ (0 WILL BE
_;- TAKEN TO MEAN NO NOISE CORRECTION IS DESIRED.)

?

SERIALS OF AXES' ACCELERATIONS ARE

_ VERTICAL 11

LATERAL 0
LONGITUDINAL 0
ROLL O
PITCH O

TIME IN MINUTES IS .25
SERIAL FOR NOISE DATA IS

HELl SIM/NAVY-IIVIB/LEATHERWOOD TEST NO. P--.I RUN NO. I

FOR THE VERTICAL AXIS
THE IJNWEIGHI'ED RMS IS _ 1,14;;:!
THE WEIGHTED RMS IS ,_751
THE DISCOMFORT DUE TO VIBRATION IN THI_ AXIS IS 3_60 DISC IJNIT!_.

COMBINED_oAXIS DISCOMFORT FOR VERIII_AI., t.AlER(tt , AND _(}1 I. AXE,q IS /].£_0.
C(]MBINED_AXIS DISCOMFORT FOR LONGIIIJDINAI AND PIlCH AXf.,_ _; 0,_0,
THE COMBINED DIS(_'OMFORT DUE TO VIBRATION IN AI.I AXF,_; IS i_.(-,vL

LENGTtl (_IF TIME LESS TIIAN I MINUIE CANNOI BE AI._I_IJIJNII[.I) FIIR; ;lq_HF: Will
BE NO CORRECTION FOR TIME.

im

",,, _:_:=.::=_.: ................... ;*_ ..... _f/_* _'_ __ _ :" "" _"_ _ ':__: ::: =:-_'_:" '"_ ":_'Ji,.a_* _' "---: _ : :': .;.L-.;.i i;- _L_ _,J
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D1B{:{]_:OR] f-R{}M t_A{;H UI:IAVE
CFNIER FR|QIJ[,NCY DR(A) I)]!;1', UNI ILl

G3,. Lg. 8 _. 0_1

! ,%0. R'L 8 . 14

Iq100. 88• I .%,'
2000. I_L 4 0.00

P: NOISE IN THE VIBRATION ENVIRONMENI CONIRIBUTEf; 1.09 DISCOMFORI UNIIS.

NOISE-COrRECTED, DURAI ION-CORRFCFFI) VII4RATION DISCi}MFORI I!; 4.69.

' THE OVERALL DISCOMFOR] INDEX IS 4.69.

DO YOU HAVE MORE DATA TO ANALYZEn (Y/N)
9 lq

I.

" END OF PROGRAM EXECUTION.
i SUMMARY OF RESULTS IS ON T_PE7.

0.805 CP SECONDS EXECUI'TON TIME.

i /r,:,ute_ tap_7_ cl_=lp' ROUTE COMPLETE.

24
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APPI':NI) | X ('

[NPIIT AND ()IJTPIJT' Ft")R BAT('Ii ()R INTEI,_ACT[VE I_I(()('I,',']'-;IN(; _)1,'

Atl'l_)H()lt I I,l,', EXAMPLE

'l'hte followinq run 4_ck a.d NAMP, I,I:;T input r,.:nllt |r'J h,_t,'h i_rt_._t;{ _l_! h't l_r_.lr,tm

RIDEQIIL of the aut-om,_t]lle exampl_ qivPn in th_ t,_xt. 'l'h,, _}utl)ut _f tili:i bat_:h rmj i:z

!tt_'tl I_r_';i_'ltl_'r|. l"ilbtl]y itlt illI,,r,t,;t !Vo :;_._,{i_)lt i,{ I)r_,::_._lt_,!| itt wJli_'h ¢ll_, ,ttitt}lll_)})i [P.

ex_Hnp.[P- [.q ,lna]y_e.d.

Run Deck

PTSFOLII,TIO00_CP?OOCO,
II_;FR, OO00OOX, _'XXXYXY,
CHAlaGI:p0OO000p LPC,
Pr:L'_VFPoYYY I(X_ VnllP PFLIV[:RY
FI:TCHt T_PFI,
FFTCH, RCI_,
PFTCH_UTL Yq5/UN-UI"IL,
LT_I_ARYIItTLIRS)
H_P_OFF,
RO_,
PF_._F_DpT_ Pr:h ITAPF?.
Cnpvf'r _ TAPF_ _OLtTPt'T,
C r)P YCF, TAPF? _L'TPI_T,
FXIT,

NAHELIST Input

cnSCPR_S ISFR-IO_II_O_]_O ¢

snSCPRP_ IFF_=_6_h6_C_Sf?_ $
_PSCP_S ISFR-_hP_b_O_5?OtA

25
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APPENDIX C OR|GIi_AL PAii ,'_.[_

OF POOR QLIALI'FV ,,

Output

The followin(I is part of the output resultinq from the above run (leek and

NAMELIST input .-.
h

IF THE VIBRATIdN 15 R_NDL)M, ALL FIVE AWES A_ USE_t

AXIS PREQUENCY PANGE

V[RTICAL 1.00 - 30,00
LATERAL 1.0C- lO.OO
LONGITUDINAL. .EO - 10.00
R[1LL .50 - 5,90
PITCH ._0- 10.00

IF THE VIBRATION IS SINUSF)IDAL_ THE FOLLf_WING THREE AXES ARE tISED:

• AXIS FREQUENCY PANGE

_._/' VERTICAL t,O0 - 30,00
LATERAL L,O0 - 10,00
ROLL 1,00 - k,O0

CQRRECTION FOR THE DURATION OF THE SITUATION CAN ACCrIUNT _nR
BETWEEN I AND 180 MINUTES,

: NOISE FOR OCTAVE BANDS WITH THE FOLL[]WING CENTEI_ CREQUENCIES WILL
BE ACCOUNTED FOR IF THE Nf]ISE LEVEL IS ABOVE 65 DB(A), NOISE ABOVE
i00 OB(A) C_N ONLY I_E TREATED AS IO0 DB(A),

........ 03 * HI
r 125o HI

"_ ESO, H?
.... 50_, HZ

1000. HZ
2000 ° HZ

/

$OSCPRMS

'_ RANDOMV " T*

ISER • 5bBp 5_@$ Oe 5?Up Op

_-, NVIBPKS " O_ Op OP

FKOPKS • 0.3_ O,3P O.O. O,Oj O.Ol O.OJ O.Op 0.0_ 0.0_ 0.0_ 0,0_ OtO_ 0,_ 0.0_ 0.0_

RMSVOPK " 0.0_ O°D. 0,0_ O.U_ 0,0_ O°Ot O,Oe 0°0_ 0.0_ 0.0_ 0.0_ 0.0_ OeOl 0.0_ 0.0_

ORATION n 0,0_

NOISAVD " T;

NOISER " O.

DBNOISF - 0,0_ 0.0_ 0,0. u,O, 0.0_ 0,0_

IEND

NG CORRECTION WILL BE MAD_ FIJR TIME.

NO CORRECTION WILL B_ MADE FD_ N_ISE°

, 26
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APPENDIX C OF POOR QUALITY

NASA/FaRO TEST MV-11LEAT_FPWn']D TEST NO. lb RUH Nq, 10

FaR THF VFETICAL AXIS
THE UNWEIGHTFD _M$ IS ._h92
THE WEIGHTED RMS IS ,_60_
THE DISCQMFn@T DUE T_ VIBRATID_ IN THIS AXIS IS 2.05 DISC UNITS.

FOR THE LATERAL AXIS
THE UNWFIGHTFD R_S IS .Q230
THE WEIGHTED RMS IS ,0153
THE DISCQMFORT DUE Tn VIBRATION IN THIS AXIS IS _.12 DISC UNITS.

FOR THE ROLL AXIS
THE U_WEIGHTEn R_S IS ,245_
THE WEIGHTED RMS IS ,19_3
THE DISCO_FORT DUE T_ VIBRATION IN THIS AXIS IS .67 DISC UNITS.

COMBINED-AXIS DISCflMFORT FOP VFRTICALe LATFRAL, AND POLL AXES IS 3.57.
COMBINED-AXIS DISCOMFORT FOP L3NGITUDINAL AND ,ITCH AXES IS O,OO.
THE COMBINED DISCOMFORT DUE TO VIORATION IN ALL AXES IS 3,57,

THE QVERAL_ DISCq_FORT INDEX IS 3.57.

Interactive Session

The following is the dialogue resultirg from interactiv_ processing by program

RIDEQUL. The user's responses to RIDEQUL's prompts are presented in lowercase

letters.

/fetch, Pqm, tapel
FETCH COMPLETE.

/fetch, utlib5/un=util
FETCH COMPLETE.

/librat.y(utlib5)
LIBRARY(UTLIB5)

/map, off
MAP, OFF.
/_qm

** DISCOMFORT PROGRAM ** 15.09.21. 01/25/84

THE PROGRAM YOU ARE RUNNING WILL CALCULATE SUBJECTIVE DISCOMFORT
INDICES FOR SITUATIONS FOR WHIr3H VIBRATION AND NOISE LEVEL DATA ARE
PROVIDED. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE THE LIMITS WITHIN WHICH THE
CONTRIBUTIONS DUE TO VIBRATION AND NOIS_ LEVELS CAN BE ACCOUNTED FOR9
(Y/N)

? y

IF THE VIBRATION IS RANDOM, ALL FIVE AXES ARE USED:

AXIS FREQUENCY RANGE

VERTICAL 1.00 - 30.00
LATERAL 1.00 _ 10.00
LONGITUDINAL .50 - 10.00
ROLL .50 - 5.50

PITCH .rio _ 10.00 ;,

27
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APPENDIX C OF POO'_ G,.,,.. 't

IF THE VIBRATI3N IS SINUSOIDAL, THE FOLLOWING THREE AXES ARE USED:

: - AXIS FREQUENCY RANGE

_ VERTICAL 1.00 -. 30.00
LATERAL I._ - I_.00

Z ROLL 1.00 - 4.00

CORRECTION FOR THE DURATION OF THE SITUATION CAN ACCOUNT FOR
io_:_ BETWEEN 1 AND 120 MINUTES.
I

!
,_: , NOISE FOR OCTAVE BANDS WITH THE FOLLOWING CENTER FREQUENCIES WILL

BE ACCOUNTED FOR IF THE NOISE LEVEL IS ABOVE 65 DB(A). NOISE ABOVE
: 100 DB(A) CAN ONLY BE TREATED AS 100 DB(A).

63. HZ
125. HZ
250. HZ
500. HZ

1000. HZ
2000. HZ

IS THE VIBRATION IN THESE SITUATIONS RANDOM (AS OPPOSED ro SINUSOIDAL)?
_,' (Y/N)

?y

IS THE NOISE DATA SAVED ON A FILE (AS OPPOSED TO HAVING TO BE KEYED IN
-" AT THE TERMINAL)? (Y/N)

9 r_

:: GIVE THE SERIAL NUMBERS ON TAPEI FOR THE FIVE AXES' ACCELERATIONS --
THE VERTICAL, LATERAL, LONGITUDINAL, ROLL, AND PITCH FORCES. (SERIAL •
WILL INDICATE NOT TO ACCOUNI FOR TFiAT PARTICULAR AXIS. AT LEAST ONE

SERIAL MUST BE NONZERO.)

" _ 568,569, 0,570, _I

'" WHAT IS THE LENGTH IN MINUTES OF THIS SITUATION?
?0.0

NO CORRECI'IGN WILL BE MADE FOR TIME.

IS THERE NOISE PRESENT? (Y/N)
9 r_

SERIALS OF AXES' ACCELERATIONS ARE
VERTICAL 568
LATERAl. 569
LONGITUDINAL 0

' ROLL 570
PITCH 0

TIME IN MINUTES IS 0.00
, NO CORRECTION WILL BE MADE FOR NOISE.

i
i NASA/FORD TEST MV-IILEATHERWO0_ TEST NO. 16 RUN NO. 10

FOR THE VERTICAL AX_S
THE UNWEIGHTED RMS IS .0692
THE WEIGHTED RMS I_ .0405i
THE DISCOMFORT DUE TO VIBRATION IN TFIIS AXIS I_ 2.05 DISC UNITS.

FOR TEZ LATERAL AXIS
THE UNWEIGHTED RMS I_ .0230
THE WEIGHTED RMS IS .0153
THE DISCOMFORT DUE TO VIBRATION IN THIf_ AXIS I_ 1_1Z: DISC UNIIS,

FOR THE ROLL AXIS
THE UNWEIGHTED RMS IS ,_454
THE WEIGHTED RMS IS .I_41_
THE DISCOMFORT DUFf If) VIBRATION IN FHIS AXIS I_ .67 DISC UNIIS.

28
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COMBINED-AXIS DISCOMFORt [OR VEFTICAL, LAI_RAL, AND RAiL AXES IS 3.57.
COMBINED-AXIS DISCOMFORT FOR LONGITUDINAL AND PITCH A_ S IS 0._0.
THE COMBINED DISCOMFORT DUE TO VIBRATION IN AI_L AXES I_; 3.57.

THE OVERALL DISCOMFORT INDEX IS 3.57. ,_

DO YOU HAVE MORE DATA TO ANALYZE? (Y/N)

? n d

END OF PROGRAM EXECUTION.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS IS ON TAPE7.

4.354 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME.

/route, tape7, dc=lp
ROUTE COMPLETE.

29
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TABLE I.- HUMAN COMFORT SENSITIVITY WEIGHTINC_ FACTORS FOR EACH AXIS ,,

OF VIBRATION ':,

_EI_HTING FACTORS
9_EOUENCYp

H_ VERTICAL LATfRAL ROLL LONGITUDINAL,
PXTCH

,_0 ,000 .000 .500 ,010
,80 .000 ,000 ,_1_ ,030
.70 ,_00 ,000 ,536 ,0?0
,80 ,000 ,000 ,554 ,170
.¢0 ,000 ,000 ,5?2 ,410

1.00 ,410 ._00 ,_90 .990
1,_ .418 .700 .6q_ 1.000
_,00 ,440 1,000 1,000 1,000
_,00 ,640 ,7_ ,670 1,000
_.00 ,P30 ,I_0_ ,660 1,000
_,7_ ,eqO +_2_ ,6_1 1,000
!_,00 ,,qZO _!_00 ,6_0 ,890
5,50 .C_ ,46_ .640 .4_0
_,00 1.000 ,43_ ,000 ,230
_+_0 .q25 ,400 ,000 ,1_0
'P,O0 ,eSO ,:170 ,,000 ,080
P,_O ,705 ,_)50 ,000 ,050
_,00 ,740 ,_30 _000 .040
9,00 ,?10 ,30C_ ,000 ,020

10,00 .660 .250 ,000 ,010
11,0_ ,_40 ,000 .000 ,000
12,00 ,6_0 ,000 ,000 +000
1_,00 ._80 .OOC ,_00 ,000
14,00 ,5_0 ,00_ ,000 ,000
15.00 .500 ,0_0 ,000 ,000
16,00 ,_70 ,0_0 ,000 ,000
19.00 ,4_0 ,_00 ,000 .000
)B,O0 ,400 ,OnO ,000 ,000
lq+ClO ._0 ,,000 .000 ,000
?0,00 ,_70 ,000 ,0_0 ,000
_.00 _3_0 .000 ,OOC ,000
_,00 .340 .OCO ,0_0 ,000
_3,00 ,330 ,CO0 ,000 ,000
24,00 ,_0 ,000 ,000 .000
2_,00 ._00 ,000 ,000 .Ou_
26,00 ,300 ,00_ *00_ *000
2?,00 ,300 .0_0 ,000 ,000
28,00 ,300 ,CCO ,000 ,000
2q,O0 ,_00 ,_O0 _000 ,000
30,00 ,_00 .._00 ,000 ,000
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TABLE II.- COEFFICIENTS OF EQUATION (6) FOR VERTICAL SI_USOIDAL VIBRATION
Frequency, K0, KI' K2 ' [uency, i K0, KI, K2,

Hz DISC DISC/g DISC/g Hz DISC DXSC/g DISC/g

1 0.3946 8.8296 15.41 16 -0.1406 8.3656 6.02
2 -.3713 15.2731 9.08 17 .1650 6.8997 9.65

3 -.7685 21.4441 8.64 18 -.2190 7.5948 3.94
4 -1.0028 27.1273 10.41 19 -.3326 7.5326 1.99

5 -I.2352 32.2146 11.63 20 .0986 6.1421 7.79

6 -.7592 28.8279 16.17 21 -.1989 6.7045 3.39

7 -.7188 27.4856 15.51 22 I -.1769 6.5021 3.55
8 -.0576 19.8988 18.94 23 .0345 5.9102 6.49

9 -.8919 21.9987 7.31 24 i -.0465 6,0773 5.30
10 -1.2718 22.9530 1.76 25 .0494 5.8456 6.67

11 -.6912 16.9931 5.47 26 ,0010 6.0208 6.04

12 -.4937 14.0437 5.82 27 -,0684 6.2664 5.13

13 -.3695 12.0297 5,87 28 -.1695 6.64?2 3.82
14 -.3470 10.7501 4.97 29 -.0324 6.4483 5.91
15 -.5220 10.4234 1,72 30 -.0766 6.7358 5.46

.............. I
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TABLE III.- COEFFICIENTS OF EQUATION (7) FOR LATERAL
S]_NUSOIDAL VIBRATION

Frequency, I(3, I(4, K5,

Hz DISC DISC/g DISC/g

I -0.8322 26.7849 12.91

2 -I .1106 52.2679 33.76

3 -. 3586 32.1940 26.22

4 .0217 19.9130 20.27

5 -. 3163 19.0267 13.76

6 -.7048 19.8629 8.1 2

7 -.7024 16.3704 4.66

8 -.4184 14.8952 7.92

9 -.0636 11 .6969 10.64

10 .3307 8.9291 14.44

TABLE IV.- COEFFICIENTS OF EQUATION (8) FOR ROLL SINUSOIDAL VIBRATION

Frequency, K6t K 7 . . K8t K9 ,
Hz DISC DISC/(rad/sec _ ) DISC/(rad/sec 2 ) tad�see 2

I-
I -2.31 5.85 1.24 0.50

: 2 -._8 4.70 3.98 °25
3 .28 2.50 3.62 .25

4 .35 2.35 3.75 .25

:. 33
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TABLE V.- SLOPE AND INTERCEPT COEFFICIENTS FOR F_UATION (21)

Noise level, Intercept, Slope, Noise level, Intercept, Slope,

LA Aj, DISC Bj LA Aj, DISC Bj

65 0.344"7 -0.1219 83 2.2294 -0.5118

66 .4172 -.1445 84 2.3718 -.5329

67 .4935 -. 1669 85 2.5164 -.5533

68 .5736 -.1893 86 2.6649 -.5738

69 .6575 -.2116 87 2.8172 -.5942

70 .7452 -.2337 88 2.9732 -.6145

71 .8368 -.2558 89 3.1330 -.6346

72 .9320 -.2777 90 3.2968 -.6547

73 1.0312 -.2995 91 3.4642 -.6746

74 1.1340 -.3212 92 3._354 -.6944

75 1.2408 -.3429 93 3.8104 -.7142

76 1.3512 -.3644 94 3.9893 -.7338

77 1.4654 -.3858 95 4.1720 -.7533

78 1.5835 -.4071 96 4.3574 -.7724

79 1.7055 -.4284 97 4.5486 -.7921

80 I.8311 -.4494 98 4.7426 -.8113

81 1.9605 -.4704 99 4.9404 -.8304

82 2.0938 -.4913 100 5.1421 -.8494

TABLE VI.- OCTAVE-BAND WEIGHTING FACTORS

Octave-band Weighting

center factor, J

frequency, Hz Wi i

I63 I. 470

125 .963 I
250 .786 - I

500 .646 I

1000 •688 I
2OOO 1.448

,_ 34
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(b) Lateral axis.

Figure 1 o- Human comfort se_sltivity weighting functions for various axes
of vlbratlon,
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Figure 3.- Predicted discomfort (ref. 12) vs.

weighted rms vertical acceleration.
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Figure 5.- Unweighted and weighted vertical vibration spectra for

the _,,,elicopter example.
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(a) Vertical axis.

Figure 7.- Weighted and unweighted vibratior spectra
for the a_itomobile example.
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